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Publisher/Producer Acknowledgement
Mobius Realty Holdings LLC ("Mobius Realty") grants the requesting entity and its distributors ("Publisher") the non-exclusive royalty
free right to include screenshots of Web pages displayed within the Mobius Realty Web site (the "Screenshots") as part of
supporting illustrations of Web sites in a printed work or background images of Web sites in a filmed work (the "Images") in the
specific book, movie or TV show for which permission is currently sought, including future editions of the same work (the "Work"), in
all media now known or hereafter devised, throughout the universe, in all languages, and in materials associated with the
distribution, promotion, and advertising of the Work. Mobius Realty acknowledges that nothing herein obligates Publisher to exercise
the rights granted herein. Publisher acknowledges and agrees to the following:
1.

This qualified permission extends only to (i) use of the Screenshots, (ii) its use within the Images, and (iii) use of the
Images in the Work. The Screenshots may not be used for any other purpose without Mobius Realty’s prior written
consent.

2.

Mobius Realty has not authorized, sponsored, endorsed, or approved the Work and is not responsible for its content.
Publisher agrees that the Images shall not be used in any manner that would falsely convey sponsorship, endorsement or
approval of the Work by Mobius Realty.

3.

Mobius Realty represents and warrants that it owns or controls all rights in and to the Screenshots in unmodified form and
that it has the right to license the rights granted herein. No other consents or approvals are required for Publisher's use of
the Screenshots. Mobius Realty makes no representations or warranties regarding the browser frame in which the
Screenshots may be contained and Publisher is solely responsible for any liability arising from the use of any such
browser frame.

4.

Publisher shall not modify or alter the Screenshots in any manner unless approved in advance by Mobius Realty.

5.

At Mobius Realty’s request, Publisher will provide to Mobius Realty any portion of the Work containing the Images for the
purpose of verifying compliance with the terms set forth herein.

6.

Publisher shall not use or display the Screenshots or any Mobius Realty trademark, logo, or trade name in conjunction
with any offensive material, in a derogatory manner, or in any manner not suitable for the intended viewing audience as
determined by Mobius Realty’s in its sole discretion.

7.

The following statement, or one substantially similar, shall be included in an appropriate location in the Work:
"Mobius Realty Web site screenshot © 2011 Mobius Realty Holdings LLC. Used with permission. Mobius Realty
has not authorized, sponsored, endorsed, or approved this publication and is not responsible for its content."

Check All that Apply:
Book

Other printed work

Movie

TV Show

Other

I have the authority to bind the Publisher and on its behalf I agree to the terms stated above.

(Signature) __________________________________

(Publisher)___________________________________

(Name) _____________________________________

(Publisher’s Address)___________________________________

(Title) ______________________________________

Telephone No___________________________________

Email Address___________________________________
(Title / Description of the Work) __________________

Instructions for Submitting: Kindly return this Acknowledgement via email (if digitally signed) to
permissions@mobiusrealty.com, or via facsimile to: 212-208-4370, or via mail to: Counsel, Mobius Realty Holdings
LLC, 304 Park Avenue South, FL 11, New York, NY 10010-5339.

